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Backs and Fronts: The painting that changed the course of art

(Image credit: Sean Scully)

By Kelly Grovier 28th September 2021

The artist Sean Scully's Backs and Fronts 'peeled peel back the superficial veneer 
of things to reveal the invisible geometry that pulses beneath', writes Kelly 
Grovier.
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S
ome great works of art give us symbols to decode. Others decode us. Sean
Scully's Backs and Fronts, an enormous 20-foot-long, 11-panel painting of
strident stripes and raucous rhythms that thrums beyond the borders of itself,
is one of those. It changed the course of art history in the early 1980s by 

restoring to abstract painting a dimension it had lost – its capacity for intense feeling. Last 
year, when global lockdowns were forcing the world to look inside itself, I spent dozens of 
hours on the phone with the Irish-American artist, now in his 70s, discussing everything 
from his homeless infancy on the streets of Dublin in the 1940s to how he came to create 
one of the most important works of the past half century – a work widely credited with 
rescuing abstract art from the brink of irrelevance.

What emerged from those conversations with Scully – whom the legendary art critic and 
philosopher Arthur Danto once described as "an artist whose name belongs on the shortest 
of short lists of major painters of our time" – is an unexpectedly inspirational tale of 
personal struggle, resilience, and creative triumph. The soulful stripes and bricks of battered 
colour that have come to define Scully's visual language in the decades since the watershed 
creation of Backs and Fronts in 1981 are anything but coldly calculated, meticulously 
mathematical, or emotionally inert. Scully's canvases are loaded not only with a profound 
understanding of the history of image-making – from Titian's command of colour to the way 
Van Gogh consecrates space – but with the mettle of a life that has weathered everything 
from abject poverty, to the death of his teenage son (who was killed in a car accident when 
the painter was in his 30s), to the envious resistance of a critical cabal in New York that 
begrudged his achievements. Time and again, art has proved Scully's salvation.

Backs and Fronts, 1981 (Credit: Sean Scully)

Backs and Fronts, whose very title suggests a determination to peel back the superficial 
veneer of things to reveal the invisible geometry that pulses beneath, was created at a 
moment in the early 1980s when the dominant movement in abstract art, Minimalism, had 
painted itself into a corner. Minimalism had succeeded in stripping from its austere surfaces 
every trace of human emotion. For decades, ever since the American artist Frank Stella had 
begun cramming his canvases in the late 1950s with sullen strips of bleak black paint, 
Minimalism gradually sank deeper and deeper into the black hole of its own aesthetic 
aloofness, leaving the hearts and souls of observers further and further behind. As the 
American sculptor Carl Andre, who would himself become a leading figure in the Minimalist 
movement in the 1960s and 70s with shallow piles of drab bricks, noted in a catalogue essay 
that accompanied an exhibition of Stella's canvases at the Museum of Modern Art in 1959, 
"Frank Stella is not interested in expression or sensitivity," Andre observed. "His stripes are 
the paths of brush on canvas. These paths lead only into painting."
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By the late 1970s, it became clear that fewer and fewer people were content to be 
abandoned in and by a painting. What one wants, has always wanted, is a way back to 
themselves and to arrive as if for the first time. In the face of Minimalism's relinquishment of 
motives and emotion, Scully's Backs and Fronts blared defiantly. So much so, that the 
British conceptual artist Gillian Wearing has hailed it as having "broke[n] the logjam of 
American minimalist painting". Its clashes of colour and discordant cadences of gestural 
stripe – shoving this way and that, and bouncing like the bars of a digital equaliser – were 
more than merely an audacious rejoinder to Minimalist severities. They were a call to arms. "I 
was working my way out of what I considered to be the Minimalist prison," Scully told me in 
one of the many exchanges chronicled in my new book On the Line: Conversations with 
Sean Scully. "At that time, my contemporaries and friends in New York were absolutely 
stuck in Minimalism or process art – repeating brushstrokes or making geometric divisions 
that were relentlessly rational… So Backs and Fronts caused a lot of attention. It made 
noise."

Araby, 1981 (Credit: Sean Scully)
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Among those who were present to hear the commotion caused when Backs and Fronts was 
first exhibited in New York's PS1 art centre (part of the Museum of Modern Art) in 1982, was 
the art historian and writer Robert Morgan, who recently reminisced on the impact that the 
work made at the time. "This painting took the exhibition by storm. Nothing like it had been 
done before: 11 panels moving horizontally across an open field, an infinity of coloured 
stripes, optically moving up, down, and sideways as if they were the notations for a musical  
score." Morgan's equation of the work's vocabulary with the swell and grammar of musical 
composition is perfectly in tune with the very inception of the painting, which began life as a 
smaller, more intimate and contained response to Pablo Picasso's famous 1921 Cubist portrait 
Three Musicians.

"I thought it would be better to have four musicians," Scully told me, recalling how he set out, 
initially, to create a relatively modest quartet of panels riffing off the rhythms of Picasso's 
famous trio. Scully had been resident in New York for five years, an aspiring young00artist 
patiently paying his dues, a     er  graduating from university in England in 1972. "I managed to 
make the painting by, in a sense, returning to Europe, because Picasso is European and I 
always loved his geometric figures, which were close to abstraction but never crossed the line. 
As it went on, I somehow got the courage to start expanding the work. And then I started 
expanding it stylistically until, by the end, it was thunderous."

Also witness to the thunderclap of Backs and Fronts was the US art historian and philosopher 
David Carrier, who regards the arrival of the painting not only as pivotal to the unfolding story 
of contemporary art, but a turning point too in his own development as a thinker and a writer. 
"Soon after it was shown."  Carrier has written, everything changed for [Scully]. Usually an art 
historian has only a bookish experience of the events he or she describes. But I know this story 
by acquaintance, because I was there. I remember as if yesterday, walking into PS1. At that 
time, Scully didn't have a dealer; nor was he much known in New York. Immediately his art 
inspired me, I met him and when I sought to explain it, I became an art critic."

For Scully, the breakthrough that Backs and Fronts represented, personally and creatively, 
cannot be overestimated. It was, he tells me, "a very big step". Like all big steps, however, 
countless little ones before it made that ultimate leap possible. As a teenager apprenticing 
with a printer in London (where his family had moved from his native Dublin when he was a 
toddler), Scully routinely found himself slipping off to meditate on the humble grandeur of 
Van Gogh's Chair (which then resided in the Tate) – learning from a master how weightless 
colour can be alchemised into the he  ft sacred substance, and how even the space surrounding 
an object can be sanctified into something at once tactile and transcendent. Subsequently, as 
a student at Croydon School of Art, the only institution that was willing to give him a chance, 
Scully made the decision to step away from painting figuratively, with which he had 
experimented with precocious panache – breaking the body down into a jigsaw of humid hues 
in paintings such as Untitled (Seated Figure), 1967. Infatuations with the spare spiritual grids 
of Piet Mondrian and the poignancy of Mark Rothko's alluring swathes of mysticised colour 
began percolating in his mind.

https://brooklynrail.org/2021/09/artseen/Sean-Scully-The-Shape-of-Ideas27
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Untitled (Seated Figure), 1967 (Credit: Sean Scully)

"I've taken a lot from both of them," Scully tells me, "but particularly Mondrian, because
what I took from Rothko already existed in Romantic painting in Europe – in Turner, for
example. I took a lot from Mondrian – his ideas of rhythm. But I tried to make them more of
the street, you know, more knockabout, so that people could get into them." A seminal step
in Scully's journey to forge a "more knockabout" rhythm of the street was a trip south to
Morocco in 1969, while he was still a student in Newcastle upon Tyne. There, he discovered
the living lexicon of stripes woven vibrantly into an unspoken text of textiles – scarves and
sashes, robes and rugs. He had encountered the aesthetics of stripes before, of course, in
Bridget Riley's rippling optical riddles and in Mondrian's carefully calibrated grids. But the
stripes he found in Morocco breathed new air. These weren't merely latitudes of the mind;
they were real.

Scully's had been a life of compacted feeling, intensified by the
formative hardships of poverty and serial displacements…
something had to give

The power of the stripe as a palpable syllable for intense expression would ferment in 
Scully's mind for more than a decade. In the meantime, he did his best to paint within 
the
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not just colour and depth of space, but every vestige of the fictions and frictions of human
relationship. "My father said wisely," Scully tells me, "when in Rome do as the Romans. He
imparted that wisdom to me. When I went to New York, I took that literally. I integrated
myself into New York and I sacrificed a lot. Because I love colour. I love making space, I love
making relationships. I gave all that up to integrate myself into what I consider to be the
toughest city in the world."

The result of Scully's complete immersion in New York's Minimalist scene is a striking series
of forbidding, grille-like paintings that adhere to the letter of the movement's unrelenting
laws. The stark lines in which these works are tightly knit required the stretching and
stripping of miles of masking tape in order to create layer aer layer of meticulously
measured matrices. To look in hindsight now at works like Tate Modern's Fort #2 (1980), is
to detect a dark, brooding energy painstakingly compressed into its pressurised surface –
like a device bracing to detonate. Repressing the urge to unleash expressive colour and any
metaphor of emotion was ultimately unsustainable. Scully's had been a life of compacted
feeling, intensified by the formative hardships of poverty and serial displacements – Dublin
to London, Newcastle to New York. He was ready to burst. Something had to give.

Fort #2, 1980, Tate (Credit: Sean Scully)

The eventual explosion was not only Backs and Fronts – a painting that cleared the
stringent air by cluttering it with an eruption of rhymeless colour and unregulated rhythm –
but a sequence of smaller, preparatory, satellite canvases that similarly shuddered with the
coining of a new kind of emotionally intensified, expressive stripe. "I'd been working up to
[Backs and Fronts] with other paintings like Precious and Araby. Araby is a very important
painting. You can see in Araby that I am going to do something. I remember asking several
friends around to look at these paintings that I was making at the time, and every single one
of them was just bamboozled by what I was doing." Scully's stripe, the celebrated art critic
Robert Hughes, author of Shock of the New, once noted, is "something fierce, concrete and
obsessive, with a grandeur shaded by awkwardness: a stripe like no one else's". The sudden,
if inevitable, arrival of Backs and Fronts and its posse of preliminary paintings, signalled not
only a beginning but an end. Minimalist painting was passé.

I think of art as something profound – as our salvation – Sean
Scully

In the four decades since the making of Backs and Fronts, Scully has steadfastly fortified 
and refined his signature style, allowing it to absorb and echo back the trials and triumphs 
of life. The year aer Backs and Fronts went on display at PS1, announcing the 
reintroduction into geometric abstraction of intense human contours and concerns, the 
artist's teenage son, Paul, was tragically killed in a car accident. Suddenly, almost before it
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"Paul's death," Scully tells me, "provoked many dark paintings – fierce paintings, I would say
– because there's nothing like a geometric rage. That is the most angry of all, I believe,
because it's strapped in and seething. There is something very dark and brooding about the
paintings that scare other paintings away from it." Scully is referring to the long sequence of
majestically mournful, monochromatic canvases like Durango (1990) that he created in the
decade aer his son's accident. "In Durango, there's really very little relief. The triptych, and
the bulge in the middle – which gives it even more body, more weight – is constantly
disrupting the attempt of the brushstrokes to unify the surface, physically, with its
drumming. The surface keeps trying to break down."

Durango, 1990 (Credit: Sean Scully)

Though he was rocked to his core, what never fully broke down was Scully's confidence in
the spiritually restorative power of painting. "I think of art," he told me, "as something
profound – as our salvation". Throughout the past decade of the 20th Century and the first
two decades of the 21st, Scully has continued to interrogate the stripe and the endless
rhythms into which it can be woven to compose a redemptive eye music for the world-weary
soul. The reverberations of Backs and Fronts still register in the shudder of horizontal bands
from his recent ethereal series, Landlines – whose lithe, lyrical latitudes seem to map an
interior terrain deep inside us. And he hasn't stopped arguing with Picasso, either. "Here's
another thing that I don't agree with," Scully says to me – the last comment he makes in our
conversations for On the Line – "and that's when Picasso said that art is war. Art is not war.
War is war. Art is the enemy of war. Art is love."

On The Line: Conversations with Sean Scully by Kelly Grovier (Thames & Hudson) is published
on 30 September.

If you would like to comment on this story or anything else you have seen on BBC Culture, head
over to our Facebook page or message us on Twitter.

And if you liked this story, sign up for the weekly bbc.com features newsletter, called The
Essential List. A handpicked selection of stories from BBC Future, Culture, Worklife and Travel,
delivered to your inbox every Friday.
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Sean Scully portrait taken in Mooseurach, October 2020. Photograph by Liliane Tomasko.
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BY TERRI PROVENCAL

SEAN SCULLY’S SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO ABSTRACTION
ARE SHARED THROUGH THE SHAPE OF IDEAS AT THE MODERN.

THE SINCERE
GEOMETRY
OF SEAN SCULLY

Sean Scully, The Fall, 1983, oil on canvas, 9 ft. 8 in. x 8 ft, 62 in. x 7.5 in. Philadelphia Museum of Art: Gift of Jeffrey H. Loria, 2017. 65            AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

Sean Scully portrait taken in Mooseurach, October 2020. Photograph by Liliane Tomasko.
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t home in New York, from a brocade sofa in his 
“TV room,” Sean Scully answers a FaceTime call. 
After chatting about the sofa, a showroom model 
he had reupholstered, he points out a James Castle 
pastel with a bird feather he bought for his wife and 

his “kid’s theater costume room” nearby. We meet his son later in 
the conversation as well as his trampoline-engaged dog, a potcake 
adopted from the Bahamas with a beautiful fan-like tail. 

The family home was built around 1986 for Bill Murray he says, 
on top of an old farmhouse; the original chimney remains, as do 
the door handles, which he describes as schoolhouse style. Twice 
nominated for Britain’s esteemed Turner Prize and declared a 
member of the Royal Academy of Arts in London in 2013, the Irish-
born, South London–raised artist is immediately disarming. 

He has a busy exhibition schedule this year, including a well-
received show in Budapest and Entre ciel et terre at Thaddaeus Ropac 
Paris Marais (which ended in late July, after our interview). Founded 
in 1983, Ropac’s footprint includes this outpost and a second one in 
Paris, as well as galleries in London, two in Salzburg, and a Seoul 
satellite scheduled to open in October. “You know I’ve never shown 
with what I would call the uber galleries; I’m quite known for this,” 
Scully shares. About the charming people who run Kerlin Gallery in 
Dublin he says, “Love those guys—so intelligent, so knowledgeable, 
and they’ve got in-teg-rit-y,” he says slowly pronouncing each syllable. 
“I’ve also got a small gallery I work with in Berlin I’m very fond of.” 

Sean Scully, Pale Fire, 1988, oil on canvas, 96 x 146.5 x 5.5 in. Collection of 
the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, museum purchase, Sid W. Richardson 
Foundation Endowment Fund.
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Sean Scully, Swan Island, 1982, oil on linen, 48 x 38.62 in. Collection of Andrea and Guillaume Cuvelier 

Sean Scully, Heart of Darkness, 1982, oil on canvas, 8 x 12 ft. The Art Institute of Chicago, Gift of Society for Contemporary Art.
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He has a second home in Bavaria for which he would soon be leaving 
for the summer with his wife, the artist Liliane Tomasko, and son.

During this catch-up year, the monumental Sean Scully: The Shape 
of Ideas is in the artist’s lineup. On view at the Modern Art Museum 
in Fort Worth through October 10, 2021, the sweeping retrospective 
spans five decades, unpacking Scully’s significant and continuing 
contribution to abstraction. The show was eight years in the making 
and scheduled to open in May 2020 at the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art before traveling to Fort Worth but was abruptly disrupted by the 
pandemic at a time when most things faltered. Timothy F. Rub, the 
George D. Widener director and CEO of the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art, who organized the show and authored the corresponding 
catalog, writes, “We agreed that it would be fitting to present it in 
2020, on the occasion of his seventy-fifth birthday, but this plan, 
almost fully realized, was disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic.” 

 The exhibition title is a nod to another great Irishman, the poet 
Samuel Beckett. “Beckett and I, of course, have a lot in common,” 
Scully says. “We both have this devilish kind of humor. When I saw 
Waiting for Godot I was in Newcastle, 19 at the time, and I didn’t grow 
up educated, you know. I had to educate myself on the run. I saw this 

play and I thought I’d gone to heaven. It was so true; it corresponded 
perfectly with my own world view.”

He continues, “I knew I wanted to be an artist more than life 
itself. I had to be an artist. I was turned down by every bloody art 
school (where subsequently they asked me to teach). And then an art 
school in Croydon accepted me. My dedication was so extraordinary. 
I was unstoppable.” Incidentally, Scully has honorary degrees from 
several prestigious universities today.

The Frank Knox Memorial Fellowship brought him to Harvard 
University in 1972—his first time in the US. “I was very lucky that 
I went to Harvard first. I got $2,400 a year to live on. It was enough 
to kind of get going. Then I house-sat a mansion for six months, so 
I had no rent to pay. And I continued to house-sit, and then these 
people would buy my paintings. What’s very important was that 
it wasn’t New York. I wasn’t prepared for New York at age 26. I 
psychologically could not have dealt with it,” he shares. “I thought 
abstract art was kind of inaccessible—that is what bothered me. I 
trained as a figurative artist.” Today his figurative work is deeply 
personal. His son, Oisin, with his gorgeous curly hair, is often his 
muse. 

Sean Scully, Backs and Fronts, 1981, oil on linen and canvas, 8 x 20 ft. Collection of the artist. 69            AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

Sean Scully, Untitled (Window), 2017, oil and spray paint on aluminum, 40 x 35 in. Collection of 
the artist. This is also the cover of the exhibition catalog, Sean Scully: The Shape of Ideas.

“I knew I wanted to be an artist more than 
life itself. I had to be an artist.”

–Sean Scully

Sean Scully, Mexico Azul 12.83, 1983, watercolor and pencil on paper, 9 x 12
in., framed: 12.75 x 15.25 x 1.62 in. Collection of the artist.
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school in Croydon accepted me. My dedication was so extraordinary. 
I was unstoppable.” Incidentally, Scully has honorary degrees from 
several prestigious universities today.

The Frank Knox Memorial Fellowship brought him to Harvard 
University in 1972—his first time in the US. “I was very lucky that 
I went to Harvard first. I got $2,400 a year to live on. It was enough 
to kind of get going. Then I house-sat a mansion for six months, so 
I had no rent to pay. And I continued to house-sit, and then these 
people would buy my paintings. What’s very important was that
it wasn’t New York. I wasn’t prepared for New York at age 26. I 
psychologically could not have dealt with it,” he shares. “I thought 
abstract art was kind of inaccessible—that is what bothered me. I 
trained as a figurative artist.” Today his figurative work is deeply 
personal. His son, Oisin, with his gorgeous curly hair, is often his 
muse. 

Sean Scully, Backs and Fronts, 1981, oil on linen and canvas, 8 x 20 ft. Collection of the artist. 69            AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

Sean Scully, Untitled (Window), 2017, oil and spray paint on aluminum, 40 x 35 in. Collection of 
the artist. This is also the cover of the exhibition catalog, Sean Scully: The Shape of Ideas.

“I knew I wanted to be an artist more than 
life itself. I had to be an artist.”

–Sean Scully

Sean Scully, Mexico Azul 12.83, 1983, watercolor and pencil on paper, 9 x 12 
in., framed: 12.75 x 15.25 x 1.62 in. Collection of the artist.
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Ultimately, he did move to New York, in 1975. “New York then 
was like Rome. It was the center of the world. People thought that 
Minimalism would never fall, and it was practiced by white guys—
very few females. I thought to myself ‘this can’t go on,’ and I made all 
these paintings where I roughed it up. The reaction against me was 
pretty powerful. I introduced color, and most of all, a collision-based 
mismatched geometry. And people were so mad about it because the 
paint work was expressive and very physical.”

Eschewing the expected Minimalism of the day he describes, “I 
brought back emotion and disorder—and collision—into abstract 
painting. I said it was metaphorical and humanistic, and when I said 
this, people wanted to lynch me,” he laughs. “It wasn’t that I was just 
an immigrant—I wasn’t fitting in.” 

The turning point for the artist came when, “The Anderson 
Collection in Stanford started to buy my work, then Don and Doris 
Fisher. [The Fishers founded the Gap in San Francisco.] Then (in 
1988) this woman arrived in my studio who really talked like a lady. 
She was from Fort Worth. She had a mind like a razor and she saw 
this painting called Pale Fire, named after the unreadable book by 
Vladimir Nabokov, but I admired the effort. The painting’s got this 
inset in it that’s all wrong, and she said, ‘I will buy that.’ And she 
asked if I had a paper work for it, and I showed her a pastel, and 
she said ‘I’ll take that too.’” This was Marla Price, the Modern Art 
Museum of Fort Worth’s director. “I’ve never had such a decisive 
visit from anyone, and it belies the way you think of her because she 
is small and refined. She made my position in merica, really. nd 
Arthur Danto, and more recently Deborah Sullivan.”

rice first discovered the artist’s work in 19 4 at the e hibit
An International Survey of Recent Paintings and Sculpture at the Museum 
of Modern Art, New York. “His painting Tiger (1983) nearly stole 
the show,” she writes in the preface of The Shape of Ideas catalog. 
Relationship spurred, in 1993 the Modern exhibited the Catherine 
Paintings (after his then-wife Catherine Lee, a Texas-born artist), 
which he later donated to the museum. Scully asked Price to write the 
catalog raisonné of his paintings following the Modern’s exhibition 
of the Wall of Light series presented by the Phillips Collection 
in 2006. “Sean Scully is one of the most important artists in our 
collection,” Price shares during an exhibition preview. “This is the 
third exhibition that we have hosted at the Modern (the second in 
this building , but this is the first complete retrospective.”

There are 49 paintings and 42 works on paper on view in the 
Modern exhibition. Timothy Rub writes that the exhibition, “favors 
breadth to ensure the full scope of his achievement is represented.”

Exhibition co-curator Amanda Sroka, assistant curator of 
contemporary art at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, says of the 
catalog, “Timothy’s essay marries Sean’s own biography to the 
narrative that comes through in his work. And you start to see how 
so much of where Sean was and what he was being in uenced by 
in his life circumstance affected the various ways in which these 
motifs and his relationship to abstraction really came to be. And so 
certainly the spiritual dimension or the emotional aspect of the work 
comes out when you also start to understand the interrelationship 
between biography and the production. Timothy and Sean have a 
longstanding relationship, and we knew we wanted to include the 

Sean Scully, Landline North Blue, 2014, oil on aluminum 7 ft. 1 in. x 6 ft. 3 in. 
Forman Family Collection.

Sean Scully, Landline Pink, 2013, oil on linen, 47 x 42 in. Collection of the artist
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formative works in his career and the development of his practice. 
Those were the cues we tried to take in putting the show together.” 

The Shape of Ideas opens with The Fall, 1983, in the spot where 
Andy Warhol’s dramatic self-portrait is typically installed as if the 
museum’s sentry. Naturally, the Modern’s Pale Fire (1988) is among 
the paintings on view, and the seminal work Back and Fronts (1981)
as well as work from the artist’s distinguished ongoing series Wall
of Light. Says Sroka, “I think Backs and Fronts is representative of a 
moment in Sean’s practice when he really made a name for himself 
in the United States. It first premiered at o a S1 in 19 2 in the 
Critical Perspectives: Curators and Artists series. Joseph Masheck was the 
curator at the time.”

Scully recalls, “When I made it, it was really stressful in a way 
because I didn’t know what the f*** I was doing. I had no money, 
and I was making this 20-foot painting. nd S1 was ust about 
the grooviest place on Earth. My painting was seen, of course, by 
everybody.”

“You can’t deny its presence when you see it. For us it was 
absolutely pivotal to be included in a retrospective of Sean’s work,” 
says Sroka. 

The Wall of Light series was the sub ect of a 200  e hibition at the 
Modern, curated by Michael Auping, and stems from watercolors 
Scully made from his travels to the Yucatán in 1983–1984. Auping 
describes the series in the catalog as a “true tipping point, in the 
sense that we could say that the artist’s career can now be divided

Sean Scully, Precious, 1981, oil on canvas,  7 ft. x 63.37 in. Collection of the artist.

into pre-Wall of Light and after.” 
Sroka affirms, “The Wall of Light is the most significant series in 

Sean’s body of work. He starts to hint at it in e ico in 19 4, and 
he returns to it more significantly in the 1990s. It’s a testament to
how these motifs in Sean’s work really take the time to grow and
develop even while he’s working on other bodies of work. It’s a 
continual return, and with the Wall of Light, a very big part of what 
makes this relationship between darkness and light. It’s a literal 
relationship with that. How can a wall either keep things contained 
or closed in? Whereas a light is penetrating and porous and all-
encompassing, so it’s a contradiction. We ourselves as humans are 
walking contradictions.”

The revered art critic Arthur Danto writes, “Scully is far from a 
formalist artist, and e pects his work to transmit metaphors of the 
widest human relevance.”

“My paintings have always been about geography,” says Scully 
about the impetus behind Wall of Light. Asked if these relate to 
childhood through darkness and light he says, “My childhood was 
traumatic. My parents were completely insane. I went to school in a 
very rough school—boy, it was very rough. The first school I went to 
was a convent school, a atholic school. I became a fighter at my ne t 
school. I loved the convent school, but my mother got me kicked out. 
Then they put me in this state school, and I learned to fight. Irish
people are very e uberant but e tremely melancholy. We were poor
as church mice. And that’s what put the artist in me.” P
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Sean Scully’s ‘Backs and Fronts’ (1981)
PHOTO: SEAN SCULLY MICHELE SERENI (PHOTO)

By Lance Esplund

Fort Worth, Texas

The Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, designed by Tadao Ando, includes massive 
interior concrete walls and ceilings and exterior walls of glass, overlooking a large 
reflecting pool. Natural light, enlivened by rippling water, bathes the gray cement planes 
in flickering, steely blues, silvers, greens, yellows and violets. This is the environment—
architecture transformed into painting—in which I saw the approximately 100 paintings 
and works on paper in “Sean Scully: The Shape of Ideas,” a nearly five-decade survey of 
Mr. Scully’s abstractions, co-curated by Timothy Rub, director and CEO of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, and PMA assistant curator Amanda Sroka.

Mr. Ando’s impressionistic, concrete rectangles are stiff competition for any artist. But 
even more so for a painter such as Mr. Scully, a sensualist who makes photographs,

ART REVIEW

‘Sean Scully: The Shape of Ideas’ Review: Gridlocked
Beauty
At the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, an exhibition organized by the Philadelphia Museum 

of Art surveys the development of the artist’s signature abstract geometric style.

The Wall Street Journal
26 July 2021 

https://www.wsj.com/news/types/art-review?mod=breadcrumb
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figurative paintings and abstract sculptures, but whose flag is planted firmly in 
rectangular geometric abstraction, and whose palette favors variously hued grays.

Borrowing chiefly from Paul Klee’s gridded, magic-square paintings, Mr. Scully’s 
signature works consist of flat, checkerboard compositions divided into bars and squares 
(predominantly black, gray and white, mixed with and adjacent to primary and secondary 
colors). Many of these paintings—8 or 9 feet tall—are mural-scale. “Backs and Fronts”
(1981)—encompassing 12 attached canvases of various heights painted with stripes—
spans 20 feet. The detached triptych “Iona” (2004-06), comprising black, gray, cream and 
ruddy bars, overall is more than 40 feet across. Mr. Scully refers to his compositions’ 
individual bars and squares as “bricks” that build his “walls of light”—painting 
transformed into architecture.

Born in Dublin in 1945, Mr. Scully was reared and trained in London, then moved 
permanently to New York in 1975. Besides Klee, his evident sources include ancient 
monumental architecture, primitive textiles, Greek temples, Piet Mondrian, Mark Rothko, 
Barnett Newman, Howard Hodgkin, American Minimalism and Mexican light. But what’s 
abundantly clear is that Mr. Scully, the abstract painter, has oscillated between making 
images and something more, pictures that aspire to be physical objects (especially in his 
1980s stepped, bas-relief constructions, which jut out several inches from the wall).

In the 1970s, Mr. Scully created striped, Minimalist pictures suggesting patterned textiles 
and trompel’oeil spatial effects. Unusual here is the enigmatic, mixed-media “Harvard 
Frame Painting” (1972)—an open weaving of brown, blue and blood-red strips. Existing

Installation view of ‘Sean Scully: The Shape of Ideas’
PHOTO: THE MODERN ART MUSEUM OF FORTH WORTH
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somewhere among painting, ritualistic object and stretched hide, it’s the most daring and
transformative of his initial abstractions.

During the ’70s, Mr. Scully also inaugurated his hallmark “painting within a painting”
practice, in which he disrupts the picture’s pattern by overlaying one or more dissonant
paintings, as in the unconvincing “Inset #2” (1973) and “Untitled (Window)” (2017). Or, in
paintings suggesting Advent calendars, he physically inserts one or more smaller
paintings within cutout openings in the larger canvas, as in “Between You and Me” (1988),
whose interior paintings feel parasitically other; and the large, predominantly black-and-
white “Vita Duplex” (1993)—whose wedged alternating rectangles of hot yellow and
striated brown and blue punch to the surface yet remain integrated within the whole.

To my eyes, Mr. Scully’s abstractions are generally most compelling at small-to-easel 
scale and while utilizing pure colors; when he engages with the mediums of watercolor, 
printmaking and pastel; and when his grays are mixed from unadulterated primaries—as 
opposed to black, which tends to muddy his palette.

Within the two striking watercolors “2.20.88” (1988) and “9.7.89 #3” (1989), the “painting 
within a painting” conjures knots, columns, portals and keystones. Also included are 
velvety pastels with shimmering edges—the “Untitled (Blue Union)” (1994-96), “4.2.02”

Sean Scully’s ‘Inset #2’ (1972 73)
PHOTO: SEAN SCULLY ELISABETH BERNSTEIN (PHOTO)
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(2002) and, over 7 feet tall, the mysterious “Wall of Light Roma 20.3.13” (2013)—glowing
pictures whose saturated rectangles are in tension with their encroaching neutral
borders and grounds. Likewise, an icy light and start-and-stop urgency infuse “Place
4.20.94” (1994), an oil-on-paper comprising scumbled white and scumbled black bars
over a visible pink ground, seemingly seeping upward.

In the 32-by-24-inch oil painting “Pink Blue” (2005), cream, ocher, black and blue
rectangles—as if liquefied—jiggle over a russet field. The gorgeous blue, gray and black
shapes in “Doric Blue and Blue” (2015)—radiating dusk light—shift and stride forward.
And in a lush series of small color aquatints, juxtaposed with the poetry of Federico
García Lorca, verse harmonizes with the metaphoric color, tone, rhythm and weight of Mr.
Scully’s ethereal forms with indistinct edges.

By contrast, Mr. Scully’s large works can seem sprawling, even decorative; and they’re 
less likely to maintain that dynamic, essential frontal pressure in the picture plane. (His 
walls—spread too far—begin to fall away.)

Notable exceptions exist, however. “Wall of Light Desert Night” (1999)—interlocking bars 
of black, blue, tan and gray, and 11 feet wide—shines like Sahara moonlight. In the

Sean Scully’s ‘Untitled (Blue Union)’ (1994 96)
PHOTO: SEAN SCULLY BRIAN BUCKLEY (PHOTO)
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Appeared in the July 26, 2021, print edition as 'Sean Scully’s Gridlocked Beauty.'

sumptuous oil “Black Winter Robe” (2004)—inspired by the portraits of Titian and Diego
Velázquez, and over 7 feet tall—vibrating black, gray and brown rectangles, advancing
toward us, hover over a crimson ground, suggesting Venetian light. These and other
abstractions by Mr. Scully, in dialogue with Mr. Ando’s lambent, gray planes, transcend
mere “bricks” and “walls.” If not actually painting transformed into architecture, they
dazzle in their own right.

—Mr. Esplund, the author of “The Art of Looking: How to Read Modern and Contemporary
Art” (Basic Books), writes about art for the Journal.
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Sean Scully: Philosophical Poetic Pastoral The 
12 / Dark Windows – Revd Jonathan Evens
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Since 1999, Sean Scully’s Landline paintings have led a transition from what John Caldwell 
called ‘the asceticism of his earlier black paintings’ towards the ’emotion, space, colour and 
physicality’ [i] of a more expressive style that has traced the world’s contours. As Scully says, 
‘I change, of course, and hopefully expand’. In the Landline series, Scully seeks to paint his 
‘sense of the elemental coming-together of land and sea, sky and land … the way the blocks 
of the world hug each other and brush up against each other.’ [ii] 



Their colour bands formed of gestural brushstrokes navigating the 
rhythms of these elemental relationships and revealing the brilliant 
beauty of these interactions. The 12 is a new work, comprising 
twelve unique Landline paintings, each with its own distinct 
personality ranging from spirited to sombre. This grouping, 
presented in its entirety for the first time, is a lyrical expansion of the 
series that endeavours to “integrate all the parts” of the horizon –  
physical, philosophical, poetic and pastoral. 

The new works for this exhibition have been created in the world in which we currently live, with ‘the 
existential threat from COVID and the environmental problems we face’ each of which has influenced 
Scully greatly in his art. A second significant multi-panelled painting entitled Dark Windows (2020), a suite 
of works created during some of the bleakest days of the COVID pandemic, also features. In Dark 
Windows, the haunting, sinister presence of a black square lurks on the surface of Landline paintings, 
dislocating the harmony and simplicity of their form. The advent of the Dark Windows paintings is 
described as referencing the nihilistic declaration made by Kazimir Malevich in 1915 and representing the 
first time in Scully’s career that his horizons have been entirely blackened or effectively erased. The 
refusal of this opaque viewfinder to reveal anything beyond is viewed as a moment of rupture in Scully’s 
own career, wilfully severing or ‘disbanding’ the horizontal continuity of his ongoing series of Landlines, 
signalling a pause or a disconnect with the natural world. 
 

Sean Scully Dark Windows, 2020 Oil on aluminum © Sean Scully. Courtesy Lisson Gallery 
 
 

Scully has said that ‘if you have Matisse, Mondrian, Rothko, then you’ve got my work’ [iii] yet his linear 
bands reverberating through his expressive paint application also continue an aesthetic dialogue with 
hard Abstraction, the squares of Kazimir Malevich, the hard edges of Ad Reinhardt,[iv] and the ’emotional 
power’ of Frank Stella’s black paintings.[v] This dialectic is not one that fully explains or contains Scully’s 
entire oeuvre, particularly as he has said, ‘I feel that Picasso has become a stronger partner to me lately’. 
That is because of Picasso’s openness, an approach which of importance to Scully too. The problem he 
sees with Reinhard and the other extreme abstractionists is that ‘they don’t show everything or both sides 
of the argument’. 

The series works 
as a guide for how 
to look at or feel 
the natural world 

 



His paintings, by contrast, ‘are dialectic, as am I’. He likes the term ‘reckoning’, is ‘a a fusionist’ and has 
‘also said we should be druids’. Yet, within the dialectic I am proposing, the chapels and paintings of 
Matisse and Rothko move his work towards one conception of the spiritual while the black paintings of 
Malevich and Reinhardt move his work towards another. Understood in this way, Dark Windows may 
represent a different form of disconnect, which nevertheless reconnects with his exploration of spirituality. 

The Matisse, Mondrian, Rothko matrix sees Abstraction as ‘a non-denominational religious art’ which is 
‘the spiritual art of our time’ because it is about ‘an opening up’ which has ‘the possibility of being 
incredibly generous’ and ‘out there for everybody’ as ‘the viewer is free to identify with the work.’ Scully’s 
human idea of spirituality ’embodies an acceptance of imperfection’ and ‘incorporates it in a built-up, 
imperfect surface surrounded by complex and uncertain edges’ revealing spirituality as ‘already in us,’ 
that something ‘that accompanies what we already are, humanistic and complex.’ [vi] In searching for a 
more human and spiritual dimension, he began to look ‘for a synthesis between colour learnt from nature 
and cultural memory, as if bridging the divide and going back in time to Cimabue and Velazquez.’ He 
sums up his ambition in this regard as trying to ‘express light, and express hope’, believing that ‘in the 
end, a ray of light will shine through.’ [vii] In his work for the sacred spaces of Santa Cecilia in Montserrat 
and San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice, there has been a gathering of the walls of light that are formed by 
the bands of colour in his Landline paintings and installations such as Opulent Ascension. 

The Malevich, Reinhardt, Stella matrix draws in the first instance on the theology of icons. 
Malevich’s Black Square was ‘non-objective, meaning that it did not merely represent reality but was 
reality because there ‘nothing in it by which it could be identified as being separate from the infinity of 
reality.’ [viii] Malevich stressed that Suprematist forms ‘will not be copies of living things in life, but will 
themselves be a living thing.’ [ix] This was an ambition drawn from icon writing, as icons are believed to 
participate in and transmit the divine reality they portray. Malevich signalled this connection by 
hanging Black Square high up on the wall across the corner of the room at The Last Exhibition of Futurist 
Painting in 1915; this being the same sacred spot that a Russian Orthodox icon would sit in a traditional 
Russian home. 

In addition to connections with icons, Malevich’s Black Square also relates to the apophatic tradition 
within Christian theology and spirituality in its non-objectivity through which it becomes the infinity of 
reality. Apophatic theology argues that we come to know God most fully by moving beyond all human 
descriptions, images or conceptions of God. Ad Reinhardt, the lifelong friend of the Trappist monk 
Thomas Merton and the poet-hermit Robert Lax, began to devote himself exclusively to black paintings 
from the mid-1950s. These ‘encompassed the contradictions inherent in plenitude, which is a kind of 
emptiness, and negation, which is a kind of affirmation.’ Underlying the black paintings was ‘the idea of 
the Void, the field in which action and inaction are one, and which holds in perfect equilibrium these 
apparent opposites.’ ‘Reinhardt’s notion of emptiness that is fullness, and of darkness that is light, was 
informed by his readings in both Asian and European mysticism, which left traces in his notebooks that 
ranged from Lao Tzu’s “The Tao is dim and dark” to Meister Eckhart’s “The divine dark.”‘ Like Malevich, 
‘Reinhardt was deeply engaged by how it might be possible to give hidden forces a kind of visible form, 
that was—like the forces themselves—both present and not quite visible: “Awareness of hidden things, 
look toward what is hidden . . . Intangible, invisible, illimitable.”‘ [x] 

By placing a black square over Landline bands of colour, Scully brings both approaches to spirituality 
together; an integration of affirmation and negativity, the cataphatic and the apophatic. This might be a 
response to Frank Stella’s argument in his Charles Eliot Norton lectures that painting needed to ‘absorb a 
Mediterranean physicality to reinforce the lean spirituality of northern abstraction pioneered by Mondrian 
and Malevich.’ [xi] It may be a similar synthesis to that found at Santa Cecilia, where his walls of light 
interact with Holly, his abstract Stations of the Cross, and Doric Nyx, a painting in ‘dark shades of grey’ 
‘named for the Greek goddess whose dreaded apparitions only came at the darkest hour of night’ that 
‘conveys a sense of fate, of a life sentence without appeal.’ Paul Anel writes that, with this work, ‘Scully 



introduced into the chapel the darkest hour of his life: the death of his nineteen-year-old son Paul in a car 
crash in 1983 in London.’ Yet, ‘”Tragedy is part of spirituality,” he commented, standing next to Doric 
Nyx at the press conference on the inauguration day,’ [xii] an echo of his statement to Maria Lluïsa Borràs 
that ‘I am not drawn to tragedy: I believe that it is always possible to overcome it and that in the end, a ray 
of light will shine through.’ 

The Dark Windows are a further meditation on tragedy. Scully says: ‘There is no doubt that they are a 
response to the pandemic and to what mankind has been doing to nature. What really strikes me as 
tragic is that what is a relief for nature is a torment for us. And what is a pleasure for us is a torment for 
nature. That seems to be the conundrum that we’ve got ourselves into.’ This new body of work serves as 
a reappraisal or a reckoning – not simply suggesting that while the dark clouds hover and we remain in 
darkness, the blight will soon be over, and the world will heal itself – rather the realisation that a ray of 
light will always shine through the darkness or, perhaps, as was the practice of Pierre Soulages, that light 
will be reflected from the black. 

Sean Scully The 12 / Dark Windows, Sean Scully’s Studio, 447 West 17th Street, Chelsea, New 
York Lisson Gallery, 508 West 24th Street, New York, May 6 – Jun. 17, 2021 

Words: Revd Jonathan Evens Associate Vicar, HeartEdge – St Martin-in-the-Fields London – 
Photos Courtesy Sean Scully and Lisson Gallery NY  
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